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About This Game

Let your creativity run wild and build the best combat vehicle for no-holds-barred battles. SteamCraft features a massive
selection of components and an impressive arsenal for crushing your foes on land and in air.

 ●Craft the craziest combat vehicle – the only limit is your imagination!
 ●Show off your skills and blast enemy vehicles to smithereens!

Create one-of-a-kind combat vehicles unlike anything the world has ever seen, equip them with an entire arsenal, get behind the
wheel, and duke it out with other players in massively magnificent bloodbaths. Annihilate your enemies on land and in the air
while honing your skills. Win battles and use the new weapons and armor you unlock to upgrade your creations. Make your

armor tougher and your weapons deadlier. Team up with friends and deploy side by side, capturing bases and destroying
enemies.

Features:

■ Advanced construction system that allows you to create a truly unique combat machine.
  Fight on land and in the air!

 ■ Over 600 construction components and 40 weapons!
 ■ Realistic damage model: destroyed sections fly off of your vehicle according to the laws of physics!

 ■ Multiple game modes, including deathmatch, team deathmatch, and capture the flag.
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 ■ Ability to sell assembled machines and earn in-game currency.
 ■ Exciting special effects, dynamic gameplay – that’s SteamCraft.
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Title: Steamcraft
Genre: Action, Massively Multiplayer, Racing
Developer:
Last Level, SOFF Games
Publisher:
Last Level
Release Date: 25 Apr, 2019

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7, 8, 8.1, 10

Processor: Intel i3 Dual-Core with Hyper-Threading (required)

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: 1GB VRAM Shader Model 3.0 or higher

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 6 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX compatible

English,French,German,Russian
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tl:dr not the Robocraft replacement you're hoping for!

Things you can excuse for it being new:
> Balance just ain't there, boo hoo it'll be a long while before things are figured out.
> Not really anything to do
> Platooning will crash you more than not platooning
> No playerbase, EU and US server typically have 1-3 people each every time I log in.
> Buncha' quality of life issues that make manuevering around the battle field and menus a pain

Kinda dumb things even for a new game:
> The t1-3 wheels don't offer enough clearance so you'll constantly catch on ALL terrain, Really shows they've no interest in the
new player experience if the maps aren't meant for them.
> The Grind? 10 bucks just to grind, no bonus, no nothing. Ya pay 10usd to play an empty game cuz none of your friends were
'hopeful' enough to pay the entry fee to a game from an un-heard of publisher
> You can tell by how things are set up they're prepping the game for a ton of micro transactions, so why not keep it free to play
from the get-go?

The promising things:
> It's a prim and proper unity game, which means it'll be limited in the graphics department regardless, but it looks pretty good
as it is
> it has an undo button, and mirror buildling outta the bat.

 I'll excuse a lot for a new game, but there's quite a few things that shows this was rushed to meet a deadline and it feels like
they're only charging money to help with an ill advised high-interest loan they took out.

Show's a lotta care, lotta promise but at the same time shows the same signs of 'ded gaem' that I've seen over my excessively
long gaming career.
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UPDATE: Larger code font, size limit changes, and more:
Today's update includes the following:

 Added an option to increase the size of the code font.

 Added support for pressing Ctrl+O to open the solution browser screen.

 Added support for PgUp, PgDn, Home, and End in the puzzle list.

 Added support for pressing Ctrl+Up or Ctrl+Down to select an EXA window when none is selected.

 Fixed a bug where file IDs allocated by the MAKE instruction didn't always increase.

 Fixed a crash when attempting to nest @REP blocks.

 Fixed a bug with dragging EXA windows on Mac Retina displays.

 Fixed some bugs with improperly escaped formatting characters.

 Fixed a bug where non-Latin characters could not be bound to the HACK*MATCH and Redshift controls.

 Fixed a formatting bug with @REP 0 blocks that went off screen.

 Fixed a bug where the scroll bar would stop dragging if you moved your mouse over an EXA window.

 Added a special fanfare for losing hacker battles.

 Increased the size limit on the US government puzzle from 150 to 200.

 Decreased the size limit on the copy shop, heartbeat, and final TRASH WORLD NEWS puzzles from 100 to 50.
Histograms, leaderboards, and completion flags have been reset.

. UPDATE: Wrapping up Early Access, part 3 of ???:
Today's update includes the following changes:

 Added a new achievement for beating all of the bonus puzzles.

 Improved the performance of collision detection in the Redshift.

 Fixed a bug where undocked EXA windows would sometimes cause the list of docked windows to scroll.

 Fixed a crash when typing semicolon comments next to macro instructions.

 Fixed the puzzle name for the bonus modem puzzle.

. UPDATE: Even more Early Access bug fixes:
Today's update includes the following changes:

 Added searchable text to the "digital versions" of the zine PDFs. It's OCR so it's not perfect, but it seems to have gotten
most of the key text and should be better than nothing.
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 Fixed a bug where two EXAs in the same disconnected host (as is the case in the "modem" puzzles) could not
communicate if they were in global mode.

 Fixed a bug where it was possible to read two or more values in a single cycle from an I/O table input (the "body-
hacking" puzzles).

 Improved the anti-cheat logic in the XLB puzzle.

 Fixed a bug where you could type additional text after a TEST instruction and have it be ignored.

 Fixed a bug where some of the shadows were cut off on the Redshift network.

 Fixed a bug where custom puzzle previews were flipped on Mac and Linux.

 Added support for toggling between hardware and software mouse cursor in the options screen. Unless there's
something wrong with your cursor you'll want to keep this set to "hardware". Linux users who are experiencing the
"double cursor" bug will need to switch this setting to "hardware" manually.

 Fixed a bug where EXA windows could get stuck to your mouse cursor if the simulation was stopped while dragging
them.

. UPDATE: Wrapping up Early Access, part 4 of ???:
Today's update includes the following changes:

 Restored the ability to completely collapse an EXA window. You can now click through the collapse settings
from full, to condensed, to fully collapsed.

 Decreased the size limit for selenium_wolf's bonus puzzle from 150 to 100.

 Fixed a bug where editing the code for an EXA set to condensed view would
always scroll so that the fifth line of code was visible.

 Fixed a bug where an EXA's registers would slide off the EXA window when scrolling while the EXA was holding a
file.

 Fixed an issue where shadows were not drawn correctly in x10x10x's bonus puzzle.

. UPDATE: Small bug fixes:
Today's update includes the following changes:

 Fixed a bug where files would sometimes overlap when the "SHOW GOAL" button is held.

 Fixed a bug with run-to-instruction when the code contained an error.

 Fixed a bug where '.' and '!' were swapped in the Redshift font.

 Added a new visual effect to the final hacker battle.

 Adjusted the descriptions of a few puzzles.

. UPDATE: Mac fixes and small usability improvements:
Today's update includes the following changes:
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 Fixed a bug where the game rendered at the wrong size when running on a Mac with a Retina display configured to a
non-default DPI.

 Added a setting to the in-game options to force the game to use the low-quality rendering pipeline (2K, not 4K). Most
players shouldn't have to change this setting, but some players with high-DPI screens and underpowered GPUs (i.e.
MacBooks) might want to try it out and see if the performance improvements are worth it.

 Changed the way that EXA windows are rendered so that the registers are still visible when the top of the window
scrolls off-screen.

 Fixed some bugs with invalid hosts in custom puzzles.

 Fixed a bug where popped-out EXA and file windows could be dropped off-screen in a way that prevented you from
picking them back up.

 Fixed a bug where the wrong window would receive the mouse click when two popped-out windows overlapped.

 Increased the size limit on the second KGOG puzzle from 100 to 150.

 Modified the test cases for the WorkHouse and final TWN puzzles to be more robust. They shouldn't be disruptive to
most solutions, but histograms, leaderboards, and completion flags have been reset.

. UPDATE: Removing the limited edition upgrade link:
We've sold out of limited edition upgrades, so we probably shouldn't be advertising them in-game anymore.... UPDATE: Small
bug fix that isn't worth mentioning:
Today's update fixes a bug with the hacker battle win counter where it was sometimes off by one but almost completely
obscured so that you couldn't see it anyway.
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